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drawing state diagrams, 67
effective documentation, 241
error handling, 253
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  for methods, 257
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testing, 412
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user interface design, 273, 287
when to use the Roles Played pattern, 125
your prototype must be doable, 283
3NF. See Third normal form
3ONE. See Third object normal form
tool selection
metrics, 190
training and education
C++, 206
ObjectCOBOL, 206
training courses, 420
training plans, 406
transaction
definition, 293
transaction processing (TP) monitors, 161
transient objects. See Transitory objects
transitions
and methods, 65
definition, 64
recursive, 64
transitory objects
definition, 10
example, 10
two-tier client/server
definition, 144
typing, 198

definition, 58
drawing, 58
example, 57
when to use, 59
use-case scenario testing, 370
definition, 371
use cases
and class-type architecture, 97
and function testing, 404
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and user acceptance test planning, 23
creating, 30
defining, 19
definition, 20, 25, 58
metrics, 179, 189
reuse, 59
scenario testing, 20, 22, 25
scenarios, 20–21, 23
user acceptance test plan
and use cases, 23
user-acceptance testing, 407
and function testing, 404, 408
definition, 408
user interface design
and metaphors, 271
and standards, 270
color usage, 275
consistency, 267
field alignment, 276
fonts, 275
grouping widgets, 277
screen density, 277
screen navigation, 274
testing, 370
tips, 273, 287
wording messages, 274
user interfaces
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implementing, 98
user-interface specialists, 99
user requirement reviews
definition, 371
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UAT. See User acceptance testing
UML. See Unified modeling language
unified modeling language, 34
definition, 35
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unit testing
definition, 389
vs. class testing, 392
vs. method testing, 389
use-case diagrams
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users
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working with, 226
V
versioning, 337
virtual machine, 204
definition, 204
virtual products, 212
volume testing, 405
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W
walkthroughs
prototype, 370
whitespace, 239
definition, 240
whiteboards, 74
white-box testing, 384
definition, 385
widgets, 274
grouping, 277
World Wide Web (WWW), 203
definition, 210
wrapper class, 344
definition, 345
wrappers, 344
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definition, 345
wrapping, 344
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and coupling, 348
and electronic commerce, 216
and extensibility, 358
and maintenance, 357
wrapping
and system integration, 346
approaches, 346
C-APIs, 348
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debugging issues, 350
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hardware, 347
legacy applications, 347, 351
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operating systems, 347
peer-to-peer, 353
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screen scraping, 351
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technologies, 348
the system layer, 94
write lock
definition, 293
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WWW. See World Wide Web